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Abstract: Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is a new video coding paradigm which has the ability to shift coding complexity from
encoder to decoder. State-of-art DVC schemes are mainly based on two-source correlation model and only one correlation channel
between side information and wyner-ziv frame is considered. In this paper, multiple-source correlation model is introduced into
a famous DVC scheme, namely Transform Domain Wyner-Ziv video coder (TDWZ). A soft-input computing algorithm based on
multiple-source correlation model is firstly proposed. The correlations among multiple side information are separately exploited. Then
a new reconstruction function based on multiple source correlation model is also proposed to improve reconstructed image’s quality.
Experimental results show that the proposed algorithms can effectively improve the coding performance of systems.
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1. Introduction
Distributed Video Coding (DVC) is a new video coding
paradigm, which has the ability to shift encoding
complexity from encoder to decoder, without sacrificing
coding efficiency. Besides DVC’s complexity shifting
property, it removes the prediction loop in the encoder
and is more robust to transmission error than traditional
video coding paradigm. DVC is proposed mainly based
on two major information theory results: the Slepian-Wolf
and Wyner-Ziv theorems [1, 2]. Slepian and Wolf have
proved that the separate-encoding and joint-decoding of
two correlated sources can achieve the same rate as
joint-encoding and joint-decoding scheme. Based on
two-source Slepian-Wolf theorem, the distributed coding
of multiple correlated sources are discussed, similar result
has been achieved [3, 4]. Liveris [5] has proposed
distributed multiple source coding paradigm based on
LDPC. Zhu [6] has discussed distributed source coding
problem of multiple sources, Distributed Joint
Source-Channel Coding (DJSCC) scheme has been
proposed and its theoretical limits has been deduced.
In video coding scenario, most of the pioneer works
on DVC field are mainly based on DISCOVER DVC
codec [7] where two-source Slepian-Wolf coding model
∗ Corresponding

is considered. In order to improve the coding efficiency of
DVC codec, multiple side information has been
considered in existing works. Fernando [8] has proposed
multiple side information for Distributed Video Coding.
They have generated two streams of side information and
adaptively used one of them according to motion
intensity. However their system is still based on
two-source correlation model. Huang [9] has proposed a
distributed video coding scheme based on both Motion
Interpolated Side Information (MISI) and Motion
Extrapolated Side Information (MESI). They have
proposed a weighted soft input combination algorithm, to
adaptively using virtual noise statistics for MESI and
MISI. The correlation between MISI and MESI has not
been considered. Ascenso [10] has also proposed DVC
codec with multiple side information. In their work, 5
side information have been generated using different
algorithms, then augmented LDPC Graph for
simultaneously exploit the multiple virtual channel
between DVC coded frame and each side information.
However neither has considered the correlations among
side information, which is very important when utilizing
multiple sources Slepian-Wolf theorem.
The objective of this paper is to improve the coding
efficiency by introduce multiple side information into
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DVC system, and to exploit multiple-source correlation
models among source and side information in distributed
way. The correlation statistics among multiple sources,
including DVC coded frames, side information, are
exploited to simultaneously improve soft-input
computation of channel decoder and reconstruction
module.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the theorems of distributed source coding based on
multiple sources. The proposed distributed video coding
scheme based on multi-source correlation statistics are
discussed in Section 3. In this Section, the soft-input
computing algorithms based on multi-source correlation
model is firstly proposed. Then the weighted side
information generation algorithm based on multi-source
correlation model and modified reconstruction module are
presented. Experimental results are given in Section 4 and
conclusion is made in Section 5.

2. Distributed Source Coding of Multiple
Sources
Consider
n
correlated
sources
of
data
Xi ∈ GF(p), i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} which are separately encoded
and jointly decoded, with code rate of Ri , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}.
According to Wolf’s result, the achievable rate region is:

∑ Ri ≥ H(X(S)|X(SC ))

(1)

i∈S

where S ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n}, SC is the complementary set of S,
X(M) = {Xi , i ∈ M}.
Consider three memoryless correlated binary sources
X1 , X2 and X3 , where the virtual channel between them can
be modeled as a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) crossover probability pi j , where
pi j = p[Xi 6= X j |X j ]

(2)

Suppose X1 is coded independently, then according to
Slepian-wolf theorem, the achievable rate for X2 and X3
can be given by
R2 ≥ H(X2 |X3 , X1 )
R3 ≥ H(X3 |X2 , X1 )
R2 + R3 ≥ H(X2 , X3 |X1 )

(3)

Given X2 and X3 and their correlation, the cross-over
probability of X3 can be acquired by [6]:
p[X3 6= X2 |X2 = X1 , X1 ] =
p[X3 6= X2 |X2 6= X1 , X1 ] =
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(p23 +p13 −p12 )
(1−p12 )
(p23 −p13 +p12 )
2p12

(4)

3. Distributed Video Coding Based on
Multiplesource Channel Model
3.1. State-of art DISCOVER codec
Our proposed distributed video coding is mainly based on
most famous DVC framework, i.e., the DISCOVER
Transform Domain Wyner-Ziv (TDWZ) video codec [7],
shown in Figure 1. At the encoder, Video frames are first
split into key frames and so-called Wyner-Ziv (WZ)
frames, usually one WZ frame after one key frame. Key
frames are intra-frame coded with a conventional video
coder. A WZ frame is firstly partitioned into
non-overlapped 4*4 blocks and DCT transformed. Then
the quantized transform coefficients are extracted into
bitplanes and LDPCA coded. For each bitplane, the
syndrome is stored in a buffer and partially transmitted to
decoder upon request.
At the decoder, the key frames are decoded and used
to generate SI by frame interpolation for the WZ frames
between two key frames. SI is then DCT transformed and
extracted into bitplanes. Together with the estimated
virtual channel model between WZ frame and its SI, the
soft-input probability P for each bitplane is estimated.
Together with the soft-input P and partially received
syndromes, the LDPC decoding is implemented. If the
LDPC decoding is not successful, more syndromes are
required through feedback channel. This process is
repeated until successfully decoding. After all the
transform coefficients’ reconstruction, the final decoding
of WZ frame is accomplished under the help of SI, using
reconstruction function. By exploiting the correlation
between the SI and the original WZ frame, the DVC
coder only requests part of the syndromes bits for
decoding, thus achieves data compression.
A more effective generation of soft-input information
for LDPC decoder will resulting less required syndromes.
A more sophisticated reconstruction module will leading
to better decoding frame quality. These two factors will
thus increase the coding efficiency of the video coder. A
detailed coding process can be found in [7].

3.2. Proposed Soft-input Computing Algorithm
based on Multiple Correlation Model
Before soft-input computing, side information of current
WZ frame has been generated. One of the most famous
ways is to using Motion Compensated Interpolation
(MCI). As shown in Figure 2. The forward and backward
motion vector MV f and MVb are firstly estimated. Then
forward motion compensated frame SI f and backward
motion compensated frame SIb are generated. Side
information SI is finally generated by weighted average of
SI f and SIb . Thus when GOP=2, SI = 0.5 ∗ (SIb + SI f ). At
the process of soft-input computing, the virtual
correlation channel between WZ frame and SI should be
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Figure 1: Transform domain Wyner-Ziv video coding.

firstly estimated. Several correlation noise modeling
algorithm have been given in [11]. Then the soft-input of
each bitplanes can be estimated. Apparently this kind of
wyner-ziv video coding is mainly based on two-source
DSC model.
Let us model WZ frame, SI f and SIb as three
correlated sources, then multiple source correlation model
should be exploited here. Since SI f and SIb are estimated
using MCI, the correlations among WZ frame, SI f and
SIb can modeled as Laplacian distribution pair wisely.
The correlations between WZ frame, SI f and SIb can be
estimated using algorithms in [11]. The correlation
between SI f and SIb can be acquired straight forwardly
since they are both available at decoder.

quantization bit number. The cross-probabilities among
Xij , SIbij , SI fji are defined as follows:
p[Xij 6= SIbij |SIbij ] = pxb
p[Xij 6= SI fji |SI fji ] = px f
p[SIbij 6= SI fji |SI fji ] = pb f

Given the correlation distribution among Xij , SIbij , SI fji ,
the cross-probabilities in (5) can be easily derived.
According to (4) the soft-input can then computed by
following formulas regarding the equality of SIbij and SI fji
:
p[Xij 6= SI fji |SI fji = SIbij , SIbij ] =
p[Xij 6= SI fji |SI fji 6= SIbij , SIbij ] =

Kf
Kb

Bidirectional
Motion
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Figure 2: Motion Compensated Interpolation.

Let Xij , SIbij , SI fji , i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 15}, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1}
be the jth bitplane of the ith quantized coefficient for WZ
frame, SI f and SIb respectively, where N is the

(5)

(px f +pxb −pb f )
(1−pb f )
(px f −pxb +pb f )
2pb f

(6)

3.3. Proposed Reconstruction Function based
on Multiple Correlation Model
Since quantization has been introduce into DVC to
increase coding efficiency, the channel decoded quantized
symbols can only restrict the output into a specific range,
i.e. [qn , qn+1 ), where the upper N bitplanes of qn and qn+1
is the same with channel decoded out, lower bitplanes are
all ‘0’s and ‘1’s respectively. Then the basic
reconstruction function is given by [7]:

 qi , SI < qi
(7)
X̂ = SI, qi ≤ SI < qi+1
 q , SI ≥ q
i+1
i+1
c 2013 NSP
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Good quality of SI should firstly guaranteed for better
reconstruction. As described in Section 3B, there are two
side information available, SI f and SIb . Due to dynamic
property of motion field, the effectiveness of SI f and SIb
are not the same. One the other hand, since the virtual
noise is actually the difference between side information
and WZ frame, so its distribution reflects effectiveness of
side information. So we proposed a weighted side
information algorithm for reconstruction module in DVC
codec.
In the first step, the SI f and SIb are restricted into
decoded quantized bin [qn , qn+1 ) by (7), to generate S̄I¯f
andS̄I¯b . Let fX|SIi (X), i ∈ { f , b} represent the virtual noise
distribution between WZ frames, SI f and SIb , the refined
SI can be computed considering virtual noise distribution
by
SI = (w f ∗ S̄I¯f + wb ∗ S̄I¯b )/(w f + wb )

(8)

where
wi =

Z qi+1
qi

fX|SIi (X), i ∈ { f , b}

(9)

According to minimum distortion quantization theorem
[12, 13, 14, 15], minimum quantization noise can be
achieved when de-quantization value is at the center of
the distribution. So in our proposed reconstruction
function, the center of the noise distribution has been
considered, and (7) is improved as follows:

measured by bit per second (bps), and the distortion is
measured by Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). For fair
comparison, two experiments have been made for each
sequence: (1) TDWZ codec following DISCOVER
framework [7]; (2) TDWZ codec with proposed
algorithms. The resulting RD performances are given in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. In proposed TDWZ codec, the
virtual noise distribution between WZ frame, SI f and SIb
are estimated using offline algorithm in pixel level from
[11].
As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the performance
of proposed TDWZ Codec is much better than
DISCOVER TDWZ codec. For both test sequences,
0.5dB˜1.5dB gains has been achieved in proposed system.
Since the quantization matrixs are kept the same for each
experiment, the adjacent RD point of each experiment in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. can represent the comparison
between DISCOVER codec and proposed codec. More
specifically, the gains for each quantization matrix are
mainly due to two factors: (1) Less rate; (2) Better PSNR.
Note that on one hand, the proposed algorithm for
soft-input computing in Section 3B has only decreased
the coding rate. On the other hand, the proposed
algorithm for reconstruction in Section 3C has only
increase image quality. So the experiments can prove that
both of the proposed algorithms are effective.

RD performance of WZ frames
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SI ≥ qi+1

where fX|SI (X) is the distribution of the correlation noise
which can be estimated using existing way[11].
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Figure 3: Foreman.

4. Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed
algorithms, the wyner-ziv video coder has been
implemented with proposed ‘soft-input computation’ and
‘reconstruction’ algorithms. In order to make fair
comparisons, the test conditions used in our experiments
are the DISCOVER project test conditions [7], which are
widely used in literatures. The sample sequences used are
Foreman and Coastguard with the first 200 frames
coded at 30 frames per second; the GOP size is set to 2.
Four quantization matrixes have been chosen to acquire
different Rate Distortion (RD) point. Through all the
tests, only the luminance component is coded for
simplicity, and the rate-distortion performance of WZ
frames at 15 frame per second is evaluated. The rate is

300

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the multiple-source correlation model has
been considered in distributed video coding system, with
the objective to improve the RD performance, without
any change in encoder. The multiple-source correlation
model is firstly considered for better soft-input, trying to
reduce the number of syndrome for an aimed quality.
Then each correlation model is utilized again for better
reconstruction. Compared with state-of-art distributed
video coding system based on two-source correlation
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Figure 4: Coastguard.

model, the proposed algorithms can significantly improve
the RD performance of the system.
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